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This license includes coverage for personal, educational, and non-profit uses of the "<font>""</font> digital typeface.

GENERAL
Commercial use of this font is not allowed under this license. You may not distribute this typeface to another party, and you may not modify this font for distribution (either for free or for monetary gain). Webfont embedding and mobile app embedding are not allowed under the terms of this license.

PERSONAL USE
You have the right to use this font in your personal work (work where you are not paid for your services, and where there is no monetary benefit to any party as a result of using the font).

STUDENT USE
You may use this font for student work such as school assignments and self initiated projects, as long as it still falls under Personal Use as explained above.

NON-PROFIT USE
Use by non-profit organizations is approved on a case-by-case basis. If you’re interested in using this typeface in a non-profit organization please contact us at losttype.com/contact

QUESTIONS?
If you have any questions please feel free to contact us at losttype.com/about

FURTHER LICENSING
Further licensing of this typeface, pricing list and other information can be found at www.losttype.com